Abstract-This paper presents a technique for minimizing chip-area cost of implementing an on-chip cache memory of microprocessors. The main idea of the technique is Caching Address Tags, or CAT cache, for short. The CAT cache exploits locality property that exists among addresses of memory references. By keeping only a limited number of distinct tags of cached data, rather than having as many tags as cache lines, the CAT cache can reduce the cost of implementing tag memory by an order of magnitude without noticeable performance difference from ordinary caches. Therefore, CAT represents another level of caching for cache memories. Simulation experiments are carried out to evaluate performance of CAT cache as compared to existing caches. Performance results of SPEC92 programs show that the CAT cache, with only a few tag entries, performs as well as ordinary caches, while chip-area saving is significant. Such area saving will increase as the address space of a processor increases. By allocating the saved chip-area for larger cache capacity, or more powerful functional units, CAT is expected to have a great impact on overall system performance.
INTRODUCTION
APID advances in VLSI technology have made it possible to have powerful single-chip processors, such as superscalar processors, superpipeline processors, and vector processors [1] , [2] , [3] . Such single chip processors typically allocate about half of the chip-area for on-chip memories, such as register files, TLB, and caches. On-chip caches are the most important part of memory hierarchy in today's single-chip processors. While these on-chip caches significantly improve processing performance, they also occupy a large portion of the scarce resource of chip-area [4] , [5] , [6] . Since functional units, pipelines, instruction issue logic, registers, TLB, caches, etc., all compete for this limited silicon real estate on a chip, any area savings resulting from a cost-effective on-chip memory design can have a significant impact on overall system performance.
An on-chip cache memory generally consists of two relatively independent areas, one for data, called data area, and the other for address tags and status bits, referred to as tag area [4] . The data area stores actual data needed by program executions, while the tag area is the storage overhead needed to determine whether a cached data line is indeed the data being referenced. There is one-to-one correspondence between the data area and the tag area, that is, each cache line in the data area has one and only one address tag corresponding to it in the tag area. For good cache performance, we would like to have a large data area, since the cache hit ratio increases with the increase of cache size [7] , [8] , [9] . However, increasing data area also results in an increase in the tag area. Such an increase in the tag area will be magnified in the future as technology advances. Fig. 1 shows the ratios of tag area to data area in a 16K-byte cache, with two different cache line sizes (16 bytes and 64 bytes), as a function of address word width based on the chip-area model presented by Mulder et al. [4] . It is clear from this figure that the tag area has already taken a notable fraction of space as compared to data area in today's computers. It will take more area as the memory address space increases. Hennessy and Jouppi [10] predicted that memory address space grows about 1 bit per year. We have already seen commercial microprocessors with 64-bit addresses [1] . The growth of memory space, driven by application environment, continues and may even accelerate [10] . Therefore, we have reached a point where it is desirable to redesign the cache memory to stop the growth of the tag cost, especially for on-chip caches.
In order to minimize the cost of implementing the tag area of an on-chip cache, we took a closer look at the locality property of memory references. Because of the spatial and temporal locality property of references, address tags of cached data are clustered at a given time frame of program execution. As a result, many tags are identical during a period of time. In other words, the effective working set of unique tags is much smaller than the working set of data references. We observed this phenomenon through extensive simulation experiments by taking snapshots of cached data and corresponding tags. Looking at any of these snapshots, we found that most tags are identical. Keeping track of all the redundant tags in an on-chip memory may not be necessary and is clearly expensive. Therefore, we propose a new technique referred to as CAT-Caching Address Tags. The main idea of our technique is very simple. Instead of storing all the tags corresponding to cached data lines, we use a very small cache memory, called tag cache, to store only distinct tags. The tag cache represents another level of caching, inside cache memory, to exploit the locality property of addresses of memory references.
Trace-driven and execution-driven simulation experiments are carried out to study the potential performance of the CAT cache design. Cache performances of 18 SPEC92 benchmark programs are measured through simulation experiments. It is shown that the CAT cache with 16 or 32 tag entries performs as well as ordinary direct-mapped, write-through caches with 1K or 2K tags. The absolute difference of miss ratio between the CAT cache and ordinary caches is generally less than 0.01 percent for all benchmark programs considered. We have also carried out tag cost analysis based on the chip-area model presented by Mulder et al. [4] . The chip-area savings resulting from the CAT are shown to be significant. The paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses the prior existing research, as related to our work. Section 3 presents the CAT design and related implementation issues. In Section 4, simulation environments are described. Performance evaluations are presented in Section 5, followed by area cost analyses in Section 6. We conclude our paper in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
As we know, an address tag is the high order part of memory address associated with a cache line in the data area. For a given cache size, increasing the cache line size reduces the number of tags and, hence, the tag cost because of a reduced number of lines. However, extensive research in cache memories has shown that increasing cache line size beyond a certain point results in performance penalties. First of all, the cache line is the basic data unit based on which data transfer between cache and the main memory takes place. For the same cache miss ratio, large cache lines result in high traffic between memory and processor [11] . Large cache line sizes may also cause cache pollution [12] , because some data in a large cache line may never be used after being loaded into the cache. Experiments have shown that most applications prefer small to medium cache line sizes [7] , that is, for many applications, the lowest miss ratio occurs at small to medium cache line sizes, such as line sizes between 16 bytes and 64 bytes. Furthermore, large cache line size may also cause false sharing, that is, one of the main sources of performance degradation in cachecoherent multiprocessors [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] .
An alternative cache design that can reduce tag cost is sectored cache that has been implemented on several commercial processors [17] , [3] . In a sectored cache, several consecutive memory blocks are grouped together to form a sector in the cache that share a same tag. While sectored cache can reduce the tag cost, it generally shows higher miss ratio than nonsectored caches. Seznec has proposed an interesting technique called decoupled sector cache [18] , which not only reduces tag cost, but also improves the performance of sectored cache. While Seznec's work aims at decoupling the tags from data in a sector of a sectored cache, the objective of our work is to exploit the locality property of addresses of memory references. In order to achieve reasonable cache performance, a sectored cache or decoupled sectored cache usually requires large cache size. Therefore, sectored caches are used mainly for second-level caches having a large cache capacity. Furthermore, in a decoupled sectored cache, several tags are statically allocated to a sector of consecutive cache lines, while the CAT cache carries out dynamic tag mergings to effectively exploit the locality property of addresses of memory references, as will be evidenced shortly.
Locality property of memory references is well known to all computer architects. This locality concept is generally understood as data locality that means data referenced by CPU show spatial and temporal locality. Address locality is a direct consequence of data locality. By address locality, we mean that the addresses used to reference data are clustered in a given time frame of execution. In other words, only a small portion of an address word changes frequently, while the remaining portion stays unchanged during certain time of execution. The existence of address locality of memory references has been known for a long time [19] , [20] . Very recently, Farrens and Park presented a very nice technique, called dynamic base register caching [21] , to reduce address bus width by exploiting address localities. Instead of transferring complete addresses over a bus, they proposed to transfer a portion of a memory address while the other portion is cached at both memory and processor sides. Their technique has proven to be successful by trace-driven simulation experiments. However, to the best of our knowledge, no one has ever tried to exploit the address locality property of memory references for cost effective on-chip cache designs. Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of one possible implementation of CAT cache. It consists of data area, tag pointers, and tag cache. The organization of the data area is the same as the existing cache organizations. It stores cached data lines. The tag pointers associated with cache lines serve as linkers to link a tag in the tag cache to cache lines in the data area. The tag cache holds distinct address tags of cached data lines. The size of tag cache is expected to be very small, in the range of eight to 32 entries. For each cached data line, there is only one tag in the tag cache that corresponds to it. However, a tag in the tag cache may correspond to one or several cached data lines. Such a one-to-many relationship is realized by tag merging, to be described shortly. To make our description concise, we consider only write-through caches. Most on-chip caches are write-through and the advantages of write-through caches are discussed in [22] . In addition, we assume speculative use of cache data is supported, where data are made available to CPU even before the system knows whether a hit will occur [23] . In the following discussions, operations and several design issues of the CAT cache are presented. 
THE CAT CACHE

Operations in CAT Cache
Cache Hits: Upon a memory reference, the index field of the reference's address locates the data item in the data area and its corresponding tag pointer. The data located by the cache index of reference's address in the cache is immediately loaded into a register buffer and made available to the CPU. The tag pointer activated by the reference's address points at one tag in the tag cache. When the tag part of the reference's address is available, usually after the address translation (TLB look up), it is compared with the tag in the tag cache pointed at by the tag pointer. If a match is found, a cache hit occurs. The hit time of the CAT cache is the same as that in an ordinary cache. If the address translation of the tag part is not necessary, the tag cache can be accessed in parallel with data access as discussed in Section 3.2.2
Cache Misses: When the tag in a reference's address does not match the tag pointed at by the tag pointer activated by the index field of the reference address, a cache miss occurs. Memory access operation is then initiated to bring the missed data into the cache from the off-chip L2 cache or the memory. During the time when the memory operation is in progress, the tag of the reference's address is again compared with all tags in the tag cache to see if there is any match. A match indicates that the currently referenced data item shares the same tag with one or several other cache lines already in the cache. The tag of the current reference does not need to be stored in the tag cache. Tag merging operations are performed by writing the location of the matched tag in the tag cache into the tag pointer bits associated with the missed cache line. This write operation should be performed at the same time that the missed data arrives at the cache.
If the tag in the reference's address does not match any tag in the tag cache, a tag cache miss occurs. A new entry in the tag cache should be allocated to the tag of the current reference. If there is a free entry in the tag cache, i.e., the tag cache is not fully occupied, then the miss is essentially a cold start miss and the tag is stored in the free entry. Otherwise, a replacement algorithm (to be discussed shortly) is initiated on the tag cache to replace a tag in order to make a room for the new tag. In any case, the tag cache location where the new tag is stored is copied to the tag pointer field addressed by the index field of the current address. As a result, whenever a new cache line is brought into the cache, the tag pointer field of the new cache line is updated. The content of this tag pointer is the tag cache location for the tag corresponding to the new cache line. All these operations within the CAT cache are carried out concurrently with the memory access for the missed data line, and they should take less time than the memory access. Therefore, the cache miss penalty incurred on the CAT cache remains unchanged as compared to an ordinary cache.
In case of nonblocking cache, the cache supplies a "hit under miss" to allow CPU to continue out-of-order execution while missing data is being fetched. The complexity of the cache controller is significantly increased, as there are multiple operations going on in the cache. Such operations include searching the tag cache and updating the tag pointer in the data array. At the same time, additional cache accesses may be issued by the CPU. The increased hard- Suppose that a cache miss occurs when CPU references block B and the tag cache is full. Assume that tag (0x20) (matching the tag of block A) is the victim tag being replaced in order to make a room for tag (0x10) of block B. If block A, i.e., line 0x2, were not invalidated accordingly, then, upon the next cache access for data C, which has the same cache index as A but different tag, CPU would falsely identify a hit in the cache and get an erroneous data (block A) for C. This scenario is called false hit because it would result in logical errors in programs.
From this example, we can see the necessity for the aforementioned invalidations of all the cache lines associated with the tag being replaced from the tag cache. Clearly, invalidation is a direct consequence of CAT cache's one-tomany mapping between tags and cache lines for maintaining coherence of cached addresses.
Implementation Issues
In this subsection, we discuss several implementation issues of the CAT cache design, including how to invalidate cache lines associated with a victim tag, optimal tag replacement, and different CAT cache configurations.
When a tag is purged from the tag cache upon a tag miss, hardware to invalidate the associated cache lines is required. In a write-through cache, it is not necessary to write data line back into the next level memory for invalidated cache lines. Instead, only the valid bits of the affected cache lines need to be cleared. The invalidations can be done simply by comparing the binary representation of the location of the victim tag to the tag pointer. All the pointers that match the input clear the corresponding valid bit. Since the tag cache is small, between eight and 32 entries, the number of bits in a pointer is between three and five. The simple nine transistor CAM cell [24] can be used to clear the corresponding valid bits. Because the invalidations are performed only on a cache miss, the cost of such pointer memory is small as shown in our cost analysis presented later in this paper. For write-back caches, the problem is more complicated, because write-back of changed cache lines is necessary. Further study is needed to evaluate design tradeoffs of write-back CAT caches.
Least Counter Tag Replacement Policy: Since invalidations of affected cache lines are necessary to guarantee program correctness in the CAT cache, it is possible that some frequently used data items are invalidated unfairly. The resulting cache thrashing will have adverse effects on cache performance. For example, in several data intensive programs of the floating point SPEC92 benchmark suite, multiple data array variables coexist with a smaller number of scalar variables in many loops. For a given cache configuration, the data area may not be large enough to hold all data variables. In a CAT cache, it would be ideal to replace a tag for a scalar variable, rather than an array variable, because the tag for the array variable may correspond to a large number of array elements.
To minimize cache thrashing, a number of techniques may be considered. A counter with a few bits can be introduced for each tag entry in the tag cache. The counter is incremented every time that a tag merging operation is performed. The counter is decremented whenever a data line whose tag pointer points at the tag of interest is replaced from data area. Once a tag becomes a victim tag, the counter is reset to 0. The counter keeps track of the number of cache lines that share this tag. Therefore, the counter value of a tag, as the number of cached data lines that are associated with the tag, reflects the relative significance of this tag.
Whenever there is a tag cache miss, we replace a tag entry that has minimal counter value. Such tag replacement policy is referred to as least counter replacement policy (LCR). It can be shown that using tag counter alone without considering temporal locality (as LRU does) cannot be effective. For example, any new tag that has just been placed in the tag cache must have the least counter value 1. It is, therefore, liable to be replaced upon next tag cache miss. A more judicious least counter replacement policy should be integrated with LRU replacement policy. For example, the least counter comparison should only be applied to the less frequently used tags. In a simple strategy, a most recently touched bit can be associated with each tag cache entry; this bit will be set for the tag that is shared by a latest reference address. The entry with its most recently touched bit set to true should be excluded from the candidate set of victim tags.
There is a trade-off between the cost of implementing such counters and the performance gains. To implement the counter precisely, we would need log 2 (number of cache lines) bits for the counter. However, in practice, a couple of bits may be sufficient to approximate the relative significance of the tags in the tag cache. In the worst case, when counters for all tag cache entries reach maximum, the policy is reduced to pure LRU.
Partial CAT Cache
Through our experiments (to be described in Sections 4 and 5), we observed that a small part of tag changes frequently during program executions, while the remaining part keeps unchanged. In order to reduce the tag cache size and exploit address locality further, we can consider to partition the tag field into two parts: high order bits and low order bits. Only the high order bits in tag field are cached in the tag cache, while the low order bits are saved as tag arrays in an ordinary cache organization, i.e., there is a one-to-one correspondence between the tag's low order part and the cache lines. We call this organization partial CAT cache, or ParCAT for short. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the ParCAT design.
As shown in Fig. 3 , the tag field of an address is partitioned into two parts, Tag1 and Tag2. The Tag2 field of each cached data line is stored in its original form associated with the cache line. We expect a great deal of information contents in the Tag2 field for cached data, but a minimum amount of information contents in the Tag1 field. As a result, the tag cache size is reduced even further. However, whether such tag partition will be beneficial needs further validation by experiments, since the address locality is highly program dependent. Our simulation results show that all benchmark programs considered benefit from such tag partition. Therefore, the number of tag entries in the tag cache can further be reduced to retain the same cache performance. 
Parallel CAT Cache
In the CAT cache design depicted in Fig. 2 , tag cache is searched sequentially after accessing the data array. Therefore, if the CPU lacks the ability to speculatively use data in the cache line that is located by the cache index, CAT cache will incur one more step to determine cache hit/miss than an ordinary direct-mapped cache. Fig. 4 shows an alternative organization of CAT cache, parallel CAT. In this CAT cache, tag cache and data array are accessed in parallel. That is, tag field of the given reference address is used to find a matched tag in the tag cache, while the cache index field is used to locate the cache line of interest and its tag pointer. Associative search of the tag cache for a match and the decoding of the index for data array are done in parallel. As a result of these two parallel operations, the address of the matched tag in the tag cache and the tag pointer associated with the indexed data are available. The tag address and the tag pointer are then compared to determine a cache hit or miss. Since tag cache has very few entries and is organized as CAM array, tag cache search time will be hidden by the time for cache index decoding and valid bit checking on data array. Therefore, parallel CAT cache has same critical path length as an ordinary direct-mapped cache, no matter whether the CPU can speculatively use data in a cache line before tag comparison or not. 
Set-Associative CAT Cache
The CAT cache described previously can easily be extended to n-way set-associative cache. In this subsection, we will discuss how to extend the CAT into set-associative cache memories.
An n-way set-associative cache usually consists of n identical cache banks, each of which is organized as an ordinary direct-mapped cache [23] . Corresponding to a given cache index, there are n distinct physical cache lines in n distinct cache banks. To implement the CAT cache, at one end of the spectrum, each cache bank in the n-way setassociative cache can be organized as a direct-mapped CAT cache. As a result, there are n identically organized directmapped CAT caches in an n-way set-associative CAT cache, as shown in Fig. 5 . For each memory request, all n cache banks are accessed in parallel. The index field will activate n cache lines, while the tag field is sent to the n tag caches to find, in the corresponding tag cache, a matched tag which also matches the tag pointer of the cache line. If such matching is found, a hit occurs. Otherwise, we have a miss. Note that, at most, one valid matching line can be found in the parallel search among n activated cache lines. In case of a miss, the LRU (or other replacement) algorithm is performed to select a cache bank where the activated cache line is to be replaced. Tag merging is performed only within this cache bank and the tag pointer field of the new data will be updated. Within each direct-mapped CAT cache, a tag within the tag array is "vertically unique" and can correspond to multiple lines in the data array within that cache bank. Since the association between the tag cache and the data array is confined within a cache bank for one specific way of associativity, replacing a tag may invalidate multiple lines within the cache bank, but it will not and should not invalidate any line in other (n -1) banks.
On the other end of the spectrum, the association between tag array and data array can be defined globally across the boundary of cache banks. That is, a single global tag array can be defined in which each tag entry can be associated with multiple data lines in different data banks, as shown in Fig. 6 . The cache access procedure is similar to the one described above, except that the tag of a reference address is sent to the global tag cache. The address of matched tag will be compared with all n tag pointers from the n cache banks. Certainly, at most, one match can be found. With this design, however, replacing one tag from the tag array will affect multiple lines in multiple cache banks. Potentially, this could incur ripple effect of invalidation to replace otherwise valid lines across various ways. As the design scales from multiple tag cache to single global tag cache, the area cost curves down accordingly, though the performance in terms of miss ratio may scale inversely due to potential over invalidation across the boundary of multiple cache banks.
SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe the simulation experiments that were conducted to quantitatively evaluate the performance potential of our CAT cache design. For the purpose of comparison with existing cache organizations, we define a baseline cache, which is an ordinary direct-mapped cache. The baseline cache differs from the CAT cache only in tag memory organizations. The baseline cache has as many tags as the number of cache lines, while the CAT cache has a small tag cache. The data area of both the CAT cache and the baseline cache are the same.
For benchmark programs, we considered the widely accepted SPEC92 benchmark suite, due to their realistic nature and acceptable portability. In order to provide reasonably comprehensive assessments of the CAT cache, we have simulated the entire SPEC92 suite, except for Ora and Spice. The reason why we omit these two programs is that the cache miss ratio of program Ora on both the baseline cache and the CAT cache is zero for cache sizes exceeding 8K bytes, and the trace size of Spice is excessively large [7] . The SPEC92 contains both C programs and Fortran programs. To speed up our simulation process, we carried out two sets of simulations in parallel. One is trace driven simulation and the other is execution driven simulation.
Trace Driven Simulation
Our traces were collected on the fly using Pixie utility on DECStation 5000/200, which uses MIPS R3000 RISC processor running DEC Ultrix 4.2a. For comparative study, two simulators were used for each benchmark program: one simulating a baseline cache configuration, the other simu- lating a CAT cache configuration. The statistics collected in the two configurations provide insights to 1) the ability for tag-cache to capture the address locality, and 2) the CAT cache's overall performance affinity to the performance of the baseline cache.
In conformance to SPEC92's evaluation requirements, especially to retain the originally specified compiler optimization levels for benchmark programs, we generated the benchmark executables using the makefile script (i.e., M.dec_risc) from the original SPEC92 suite package. Version 2.0 of C compiler was used to compile all benchmark programs written in C. The MIPS pixie tool [25] was used to instrument the executable of a benchmark program. The resulting annotated executable file runs exactly the same as the original executable, except that it also writes a stream of traces for both instruction and data to a special system file descriptor (i.e., 19), on which our cache simulators can capture each trace item and collect the statistics of interest.
For each C benchmark program, we ensure identical trace streams (i.e., workload) for both the baseline cache simulator and the CAT simulator. Once a benchmark program's executable and pixie-annotated executable are generated, we duplicate them, together with all input files for the benchmark, onto a pair of distinct DECStation 5000 workstations, where the simulator for the CAT cache and the simulator for the baseline cache run separately.
The first 2 31 references (when available) were traced and simulated for all C benchmarks. This trace limit forces some programs, such as Alvin, Ear, and Xlisp, not to run to completion. In the original SPEC92 suite evaluation procedure, some benchmark programs require multiple input data files to produce an average performance metric. In our simulation study, as long as multiple input files can be processed in a single pass of simulation run, we used all input files for the benchmark from the SPEC package. Such benchmarks include Alvin, Compress, Ear, Eqntott, and Xlisp. For other benchmark programs, we selected one representative input file and collected statistics for the benchmark after one pass of simulation run. For example, we picked file cps.in as input file for Espresso, loada2 for Sc, and concatenation of all *.i input files as the input file to Gcc(cc1). Table 1 lists some characteristics of the benchmark programs in our trace driven simulation studies.
Execution Driven Simulation
The execution driven simulator is developed based on IBM 370 mainframe processor which has a 16 ¥ 128 special register file and multiple general purpose registers for high speed floating point operations. The simulator emulates the instruction set of the IBM S/370 class processor, including memory accesses. Fortran benchmark programs are compiled using IBM 370 Fortran VS2.5 compiler with all optimization settings. The resulting assembly codes are fed into the execution driven simulator. During the execution process, whenever a memory reference is issued, the address of the data reference is passed to a cache simulator to collect performance statistics. For all the Fortran benchmark programs, we use the standard input files provided within the original SPEC92 package. Because of the large register file that is available in the IBM 370, the trace sizes of the Fortran programs are considerably smaller. Therefore, we are able to simulate all Fortran programs for complete runs. Table 2 lists the trace sizes of the Fortran benchmark programs in our execution driven simulation studies.
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
We present numerical results from our simulation experiments in this section. Throughout our simulation experiments, performance of the baseline cache serves as a baseline reference for our comparative study of the CAT cache performance. Caches with data area capacities of 16K bytes and 64K bytes were simulated and 16-byte and 32-byte line sizes were used in various configurations. For the CAT cache, we consider tag caches with sizes ranging from 16 entries to 64 entries. We first evaluate the tag cache performance for LRU tag replacement policy and then discuss the least counter replacement.
Miss ratios are used as the performance metric in the following discussions. There are two types of misses: misses from the tag cache and misses from the data area of a cache. A tag miss is said to occur when the tag of a memory reference does not match any tag in the tag cache, which may result in tag replacement if the tag cache is full. A data miss is defined as usual, i.e., a referenced data is not in the data cache. Tag miss is used as a performance measure to evaluate how well the tag cache performs. Lower tag miss ratio indicates good address locality, whereas high tag miss ratio may result in a lot of cache data invalidations due to tag replacements. As will be shown shortly, the tag miss ratios for our tag cache design are extremely small implying the high effectiveness of the CAT. The exact effect of such small tag miss ratio on data miss ratio is an important factor in evaluating the performance of CAT caches. To compare the data miss ratio of a CAT cache with the baseline cache, we measure absolute difference of data misses between the CAT cache and the baseline cache. Note that there is no tag cache in baseline cache. The absolute difference is defined as absolute difference = (data miss ratio of CAT cachedata miss ratio of baseline cache) and relative difference, which is defined as relative difference = absolute difference data miss ratio of baseline cache We start our experiment by simulating a 16K bytes CAT cache with the line size of 16 bytes. The tag cache size of the CAT cache is set to be 16 entries and 32 entries, respectively. We first examine the behavior of the tag cache itself. Table 3 lists the tag miss ratio and tag miss counts on the tag caches. As shown in Table 3 , among the eight C programs, we observed that the tag miss ratios of 16-entry tag cache are all below 0.3 percent, with an exception of Compress, which has about 7 percent miss ratio. For the 32-entry tag cache, the tag miss ratios of all programs are close to zero. The tag misses (miss counts) are mainly cold start misses and misses during working-set transitions.
The data miss ratios of the same size baseline cache and CAT cache are shown in Tables 4 and 5 . With 16-entry tag cache, except Compress, the data miss ratios of the CAT cache differ from those of the baseline cache by less than 0.8 percent (absolute difference). However, such a small difference may convert to a noticeable relative difference if the miss ratio of the baseline cache is very small, as shown in the tables. For CAT caches with 32-entry tag cache, the miss ratio difference between the CAT cache and the baseline cache is hardly noticeable for all the 18 benchmark programs. For six benchmark programs, Alvin, Compress, Espresso, Sc, Xlisp, and Fpppp, the miss ratio of the CAT cache is exactly the same as that of baseline cache. The remaining programs have relative difference less than 1 percent, except for Ear and Gcc. Note that our simulator did not run to completion for Ear due to the trace limit, which results in a miss ratio significantly smaller than that reported in [7] . The relative difference for several C programs can be attributed to the dynamic addressing structures. We observed in C programs that pointer-based indirect addressing are used by many algorithms handling dynamic data structures, such as routines manipulating text string or link lists. Through source code inspection, we found such dynamic addressing is indeed used extensively in both Gcc(cc1) and Eqntott. For the Fortran programs, on the other hand, we observed very high spatial locality and fairly regular data access patterns. As a result, with 32-entry tag cache, the average absolute difference for all Fortran programs is close to zero and the relative difference is less than 1 percent, as shown in Table 5 . When the tag cache size is reduced to 16 entries, the maximum absolute difference is 0.5 percent and maximum relative difference is 3 percent. The average absolute difference and relative difference are less than 0.2 percent and 1.7 percent, respectively.
As indicated previously, replacements in the tag cache may cause invalidations of data lines in the data cache, which, in turn, may result in additional cache misses. In order to see the effects of such invalidations on cache performance, we have collected statistics on the number of cache misses caused by such invalidations. In Table 6 , we list cache misses caused by invalidations (column marked "inv. miss"), the total cache misses, as well as the ratio of the two. With 16 tags, we observed a notable proportion of cache misses caused by invalidations, while, with 32 tags. there are no invalidation misses, except for Eqntott, for which we observed about 11.7 percent of the total misses.
Our results show that the CAT cache with 32-entry tag cache can capture the address locality in data references. The cache performance of the CAT cache with only 32 tags is approximately the same as the cache performance of the baseline cache having 1,024 (for 16K byte cache) or 2,048 (for 64K byte cache) tags. As indicated in the introduction, one important trend in computer applications is the increased demand for larger address space; the address word increases by more than one bit per year. The trend in computer technology is that multimillion transistors can be integrated on a single chip, making it possible for computer designers to include larger on-chip cache memories for high memory performance. One immediate effect of such trends is an increased tag cost of on-chip caches since, in the baseline cache organization, both the number of tags and tag length will increase with these trends. In order to see whether our CAT cache design can last through the trends in computer applications and computer technology, we carried out additional simulations for larger on-chip caches. Table 7 lists the tag cache performance for benchmarks on 64K-byte caches with 32-byte line size. Clearly, a 64K-byte CAT cache exhibits much better tag cache performance than 16K-byte CAT caches with the same number of tag entries. For example, benchmark Eqntott now has only 144 misses in the tag cache (refer to Table 6 ), a tremendous reduction from 327, 975 misses on tag cache of the same size in a smaller CAT cache (refer to Table 3 ). This large amount of reduction in tag misses results mainly from tag shrinking. The tag length is reduced by 2 bits due to the cache size increase from 16K bytes to 64K bytes. One interesting observation from this result is that the information contents of high order bits of tags are significantly smaller than the information contents of the low order bits. This observation leads to the Partial CAT design whose performance will be shown shortly.
Our results also show that further increasing tag cache size from 32 to 64 does not bring any noticeable benefit. The 32-entry tag-cache has nearly identical performance as the large 64-entry tag-cache. The data miss ratios of the 64K-byte cache are shown in Tables 8 and 9 . For all the C benchmarks, the CAT cache shows the exactly the same cache performance as that of the baseline cache. It is further shown that 32-entry tag cache is sufficient to hold all distinct tags of cached data since increasing tag size to 64 entries results in the same performance. For Fortran programs, we can also draw a similar conclusion. The performance difference between the CAT cache and the baseline cache organizations is hardly noticeable. Instruction Cache: We have also collected traces for instruction caches in our experiments. The address locality of instruction references is even better than data references. With 16-entry or 32-entry tag cache, the instruction CAT cache shows identical cache performance as the baseline cache of the same cache size. In other words, there is NO difference in terms of miss ratios between a 16-tag instruction CAT cache and 1,024-tag or 2,048-tag baseline instruction cache.
LCR CAT: As indicated in Section 3, in addition to the spatial and temporal locality of tags, there is one more factor that may affect CAT cache performance. This factor is the relative significance of cached tags. Such relative significance is reflected by the number of cached data lines that are associated with a tag. One can reasonably believe that better cache performance can be obtained by always replacing the tag having the least number of corresponding cached data lines when replacement is necessary. This consideration leads to the least counter replacement (LCR) policy, as introduced in Section 3. However, the real situation is not so straightforward. We carried out simulation for the CAT cache with the least counter replacement policy. In our simulation, we assume LCR policy using most recently touched bit. That is, we apply LCR policy to tag cache entries which are not shared by the most recently accessed cache line. Tables 10 and 11 show the performance of the CAT cache with this new tag replacement policy on some Fortran and C programs in SPEC92 suite. As Table 11 indicates, for SPEC C programs, we observe minute difference in performance between two policies. For FORTRAN programs, we found that LCR policy does result in slight performance improvement for four floating point programs, namely Doduc, Mdljdp2, Mdljsp2, and Tomcatv, as shown in Table 10 . All these programs have code fragments with intensive floating point operations on large data arrays within tight loops. For such access patterns, LCR policy is able to retain the tags for array variables in the tag cache, therefore reducing performance degradation which would otherwise be incurred due to invalidations of a large number of cache lines upon tag replacement. For other SPEC92 FORTRAN programs, LCR policy does not bring about improvement over LRU policy. We notice that some programs even show worse performance than using the simple LRU policy, such as Nasa, Su2cor, Swm256, and Hydro2d.
From code inspection, we notice that these programs mostly involve operations on scalar variables or manipulations on volatile dynamic data structures. For these programs, the reference counter becomes less significant. Furthermore, one most-recently-touched bit in the LCR algorithm is not sufficient to record the reference history, particularly for a 16-way associative tag cache. As a result, there are cases where tags for the most frequently used data are replaced from the tag cache due to their smaller counter values. Therefore, the LRU CAT shows slightly better performance than the LCR CAT for these programs.
Partial CAT
We observed through our experiments that a small part of address tag changes more frequently during program executions, while the remaining part stays almost unchanged. In order to reduce the tag cache size and exploit address locality further, we partition tags into two parts. We store the low order part of the tags in its original form, i.e., there is a one-to-one correspondence between the low order part of the tags and the cache lines. Only the remaining high order tags are cached in the tag cache. We call this organization partial CAT cache (ParCAT). 
Summary of Performance Analysis
We observed the evident address locality of tags in consecutive references for both instruction and data. For the SPEC92 benchmark suite, it is observed that the CAT cache design using 32-entry tag cache can provide the best performance affinity to the baseline cache for both instruction and data caches. While achieving comparable cache performances, the CAT cache reduces the number of on-chip tags by 32 or 64 times. The on-chip-area made available by our CAT design can be utilized for more critical functions including large cache capacity.
TAG COST ANALYSIS
An important cost measure for on-chip cache is its occupied silicon area (or chip-area). The reduction in terms of number of tags in CAT cache may not directly reflect the actual savings in terms of chip-area. In this section, we carry out a simple cost analysis for two tag memory implementations in the CAT cache and the baseline cache, respectively, using the area model for on-chip memories presented by Mulder et al. (referred to as MQF model) [4] . The chip-area required by each part of a cache organization includes memory cells, drivers, sense amplifiers, address tags, dirty and valid bits, comparators, and control logic. Taking into account the effects of bandwidth on different memory cell types (i.e., register cell, SRAM cell, and DRAM cell), the MQF model gives a good approximation of the total cost for a given memory structure. Based on the internal structure of an SRAM cache organization, a simple cache area layout for both baseline cache and CAT cache is shown in Fig. 7 . Data array area keeps unchanged in CAT cache compared to the baseline cache with identical cache parameters. Therefore, our cost analysis is performed only on tag area. The CAT cache and the baseline cache in this section are all direct-mapped caches. Similar to the notations used in the MQF's model [4] , let tagbits be the length of a tag in bits and Nsets be the number of sets in the cache. For the baseline cache, Nsets is also the total number of tags. Ignoring the PLA cost, the tag area cost in terms of rbe for the baseline cache is given by [4] tag -area old = 0.6 (tagbits + 6) (Nsets + 6 + 6) rbe.
(1)
In the CAT cache, the tag array consists of tag cache, which is a fully associative cache holding distinct address tags and tag pointers. The number of tags in CAT cache is no longer the same as the number of cache lines. The number of tags in the CAT cache is the size of the tag cache denoted by Cat s . In addition to the area for the tag cache, extra onchip-area needs to be allocated to tag pointers. The tag pointers work as a RAM memory for all read and write operations. In an event of tag replacement, all the valid bits of the cache lines associated with the victim tag should be cleared, which makes the tag pointers fully associative. The nine transistor CAM cell [24] consisting of storage and a comparison circuit can be used to implement the associative memory. Note that the number of crisscrossing wires, besides the number of transistors, can also affect chip-area estimation. Similar to Alpert's assumption [26] , the size of each memory cell in the tag area is assumed to be twice the size of a SRAM cell in the cache. The width and the length of each cell are equal to 2 if the CAM is implemented as a square cell. Assuming that tag pointers are driven by the same set of drivers (index decoders) as data cache, the tag area of CAT cache is 
The area savings as a percentage of total cache area are shown in Fig. 8 . It can be seen from this figure that, as the 
For the same machine as above, with line size of 16 bytes, the area savings in implementing the tag array would be an order of magnitude. In real systems, the CAT cache may have additional area cost reductions because of the following reasons. One major factor that contributes to the cost of a CAM is the requirement of each individual bit to drive wires of length proportional to word length in order to generate a matched address. In order to minimize the time needed for this address generation, driver trees that consist of hierarchy of transistors are generally implemented [27] . The word size in our tag pointer memory is anticipated to be very small. Each pointer word usually consists of only a few bits between three and six. A match signal is used to clear the valid bit rather than driving encoder and multiplexer circuits that are necessary for associative search in set-associative cache [23] . Furthermore, matching operations in the tag pointer memory are performed only on a cache miss, which is not a part of critical path length. Similarly, associative search in the tag cache is necessary only when a miss occurs. Therefore, the expensive and high speed driver tree is not necessary. Under this situation, the CAM cell size in CAT cache should be smaller than twice the size of SRAM cell in baseline cache, as we assumed previously. Furthermore, we note that, in real systems, the pitches of the CAM and SRAM cells are the same. Rather than having the square CAM cell with a 2 height, we might want the CAM cell to have the same height as the SRAM cell but doubling the width. This is because the square CAM cell with a larger pitch than SRAM incurs the wasted space between the cache lines for the data array. In order to minimize the overall chip-area cost, including both tag area and data array, the designer might prefer using the second geometry parameters (i.e., height = 1, width = 2) for CAM cells.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have investigated the problem of how to effectively reduce on-chip tag overhead without adversely affecting cache performance. The address locality property among memory references was studied through extensive simulation experiments on SPEC92 benchmark suite. As our experiments demonstrate, the tag field in memory addresses exhibits extraordinary address locality. A large amount of cache lines in a cache shares just a small number of distinct address tags. Based on this observation, we proposed a novel cache design called CAT cache (caching address tags). The CAT cache exploits address locality property in order to reduce on-chip tag area via eliminating the tag redundancy. Our studies show that a CAT cache with only 16-entry or 32-entry tag cache can deliver performance identical to an ordinary cache organization with 1,024 or 2,048 tags in terms of cache miss ratios. Using an established area model for on-chip memory designs, we have analyzed the on-chip-area savings resulting from CAT cache design and found that the savings are significant. Such savings will increase as the address space of a processor grows.
Researchers [5] have suggested that it is important to fine-tune the chip-area allocation strategies driven by performance considerations. In order to effectively support new application environments, it is shown in [5] that increasing TLB size and I-cache capacity is preferred to increasing D-cache capacity in single-chip processor designs. Our CAT cache design offers an alternative approach for reducing chip-area cost of the D-cache without affecting cache capacity. The area savings resulting from eliminating tag area redundancy introduce an extra dimension to the tradeoff evaluation equations in performance-driven area allocation strategies.
The work presented in this paper can be extended in several ways. Both designs for set-associative cache presented in Section 3 have advantages and disadvantages. Additional study is necessary to come up with an optimal CAT in terms of performance and cost. It is also possible to devise a more efficient replacement scheme for the tag cache by taking into account the distinct features of the tag cache from regular caches. Finally, we are currently interested in different ways of linking the tags in the tag cache with the data lines. Since the tag cache is an order of magnitude smaller than the data area, further cost reduction is possible if pointers can be stored in the tag cache in a subcube form instead storing them with cached data.
